Dear Sir / Madam,

After reading the Variation to Licence Area Plan for Adelaide Radio – No. 1 of 2009 document I note two errors that I would like to draw to your attention.

1) Attachment 1.20  The correct Nominal Location for SL 1150783 is the NTL Tower Summit Road CRAFERS AGD66: 54 290707 6126723 not the NWS 9 Site AGD66: 54 290698 6126331

2) Attachment 1.19  The correct Nominal Location for SL3037 is 77 Grenfell Street ADELAIDE AGD66: 54 280900 6132500 not 208 South Terrace ADELAIDE AGD66: 54 281075 6131357 (SL3073 used to be located at 208 South Terrace but was relocated to 77 Grenfell Street some years ago)

I can confirm that these transmitters and their associated antenna systems are located at the locations I have specified.

Please feel free to contact me at any time should you have any queries or concerns.

Kind regards,

Steve Adler